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Abstract

This paper presents the IVOML language, the foundation of the IVO (Integrated Virtual Operator)
platform which enables the creation, deployment and execution of context-aware mobile applications
by end-users without programming skills. We use an event-driven workflow model to describe the
behaviour of the applications. Thus, whenever the defined context occurs, the corresponding work-
flow immediately starts reproducing the desired behaviour without the need of user intervention. The
IVO platform comprises two composite tools that provide a visual programming environment for
editing IVOML files. IVOML can be used at runtime in mobile devices, by providing interpreters
that run the applications written with the composite tools. This allows any created application to be
distributed and executed on mobile devices based on various platforms without the need for main-
taining separate versions. To test the whole platform, an Android and an iPhone runtime were created
which provide the necessary support for the execution of the applications developed using IVO.

Keywords: ubiquitous computing, context-awareness, mobile devices, XML-based language

1 Introduction

The advent of the Internet of Things and mobile applications has made the possible contexts of use more
and more varied, and creates new challenges for user interface developers [1]. Context-aware computing
refers to applications that can dynamically adapt to changes in the user activities and environments [2].
The context is a particular situation for each user, and it can include, among others, location, activity
being performed, time and nearby people or equipment. Context-aware computing involves sensing
those situations to provide adequate information and services to the user.

Context-aware applications have already demonstrated the advantages of perceiving the surrounding
environment [3, 4, 5, 6]. Some research has focused on developing frameworks, toolkits and infras-
tructures to support programmers in building context-aware applications. Other projects use end-user
programming techniques, which empower end-users to prototype context-aware applications [2, 7, 8]].
LoMAK [9] enable domain specialists to generate locative media mobile apps from KML files. SMAT
[10] is a mobile app that supports the authoring of locative media experiences with a focus on the cre-
ation of POIs (Points of Interest) and associated geo-fences which trigger the pushed delivery of media
items such as photos or audio clips. Projects like App Inventor [11] and Puzzle [12] are more suitable
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for developing generic mobile applications lacking the support for specific issues concerning context-
awareness.

Mobile applications must be aware of the physical environment while the Internet of Things makes
the environment even more heterogeneous, making the write of such context-aware applications a funda-
mental problem of modern software engineering. Currently, there is no specific programming language
for writing such applications, and most projects rely on ad-hoc approaches that use generic programming
languages with the support of libraries that facilitates the sensing of the environment and interaction with
the user.

Thus, the development of such applications is a laborious process requiring considerable expertise in
both programming and interaction design. In particular, the implementation of their control flow often
becomes a complex task.

To address the problem of the laborious work and specific expertise involved in building mobile
context-aware applications, we have developed the IVO platform. We use an approach based on context-
aware workflows to generate the end-user applications developed with IVO. In the heart of IVO, there
is an XML-based language called IVOML, which enables the development of mobile context-aware
applications. The choice for this approach is justified by the fact that XML [13] is a widely used standard
that guarantees the interoperability and facilitates the distributed communication, without the need to use
more formal models for representing context like logic or ontologies based models [14]. Furthermore,
XML provides a meta-language suitable for representing and manipulating source code that could be
used by external programs. As a proof of concept, we designed two visual programming tools that allow
end-users, with no programming skills, to build and deploy mobile context-aware applications. By using
these tools, users only use visual building blocks without the need to write any line of code using the
IVOML language. IVOML can be used at runtime in mobile devices, by providing interpreters that run
the applications written with the building tools. This allows any created application to be distributed
and executed on mobile devices based on various platforms without the need for maintaining separate
versions. We developed a mobile framework, currently available for Android and iOS platforms, that
provides the necessary runtime able to execute the applications.

To summarize, the contribution of this paper is a proposal for an XML-based language for the devel-
opment of mobile context-aware applications. The visual programing tools for the constructions of such
applications and the framework for mobile devices mentioned above are detailed in our previous works
[15, 16, 17].

The rest of this paper is structured as follows. In Section 2, we summarize the state of the art related
to academic and industrial projects that were used as a basis and inspiration to create IVOML. Section 3
presents the IVO platform that allowed us to proof the concept behind the IVOML language. In Section
4, we present in detail the IVOML language. Section 5 presents the evaluation performed on the entire
IVO platform, including both the visual programming tools and the device side. Section 6 concludes the
paper and outlines some future directions.

2 Related Work

Context-aware workflow became an important research topic in order to introduce context awareness and
mobility capabilities to workflows. The pioneer work of Jing et al. [18], Chakraborty and Lei [19], Cho
et al. [20] and Jang et al. [21], benefited from previous research in the area of workflow management.
Workflow management systems are not new and there are several products, both commercial as IBM
WebSphere Application Server [22] and Microsoft BizTalk Server [23] or open source such as Apache
ODE (Orchestration Director Engine) [24], the Orchestra [25] and the Riftsaw [26] (the latter based on
Apache ODE).
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Most research on context-aware workflow topic focuses on the issue of modelling and execution en-
gines. WS-BPEL [27] (or BPEL for short) became the standard for workflow execution language. BPEL
is a programming language based on XML for describing business process behaviours based on Web
Services. It extends the Web Services interaction model and enables it to support business transactions.
BPEL is popular within the open source community and several BPEL engines such as Apache ODE
[24], Orchestra [25] and Riftsaw [26] have been implemented. IBM WebSphere Application Server [22]
and Microsoft BizTalk Server [23] are examples of commercial BPEL engines that are able to execute
the BPEL workflow models. Natively, BPEL does not support mobile users or context-aware workflows,
which opens space for the research we have been conducting in this area.

Context4BPEL [28] and CAWE [29] focus on the use of frameworks and execution engines for
specific domains being unable to give a more general response. Context4BPEL is a variant of BPEL
for context-aware workflow modeling and has been tested in production processes in the manufacturing
industry. CAWE is a framework for the development of context-aware applications based on Web Service
technologies, which adapt to the user features and the execution context and was tested in a hospital
management scenario.

Projects like Sliver [30], xBPEL [19], WHAM [18] and the one proposed by Pajunen and Chande
[31], are execution engines that support mobile users. xBPEL and WHAM use only the location as the
unique type of context data, and therefore are not generic enough to enable modeling of context-aware
workflows.

CAWD [32] provides a design tool used to develop workflow models for context-aware applications.
It is built on top of Microsoft Windows Workflow Foundation 3.5 and acts as a standalone application
for designing and verifying context-aware workflows. Tang el al. [33] propose a context model and a
context-aware workflow management algorithm for ubiquitous campus navigation modeled through Petri
nets.

The event-driven workflow model that we use in IVO was in part inspired by the pioneering work
of Dayal el al. [34] where the ECA (Event-Condition-Action) notation was proposed. Jang et al. [21]
proposed a similar approach called GAT (Guard-Action-Trigger) for the design of a workflow engine
that supports the definition and execution of long-running business processes. Ghiani et al. [35] present
another similar approach for an authoring tool which supports the development of context-dependent
user interfaces based on trigger/action rules. We call our model ECW (Event-Condition-Workflow).

These projects seek to add mobility and context-awareness to workflows, with the mobile device
acting as an extension of the workflow system, following a service orchestration logic. The major differ-
ence between these projects and IVO is in the way a workflow is considered. For us a workflow is not
as a business process, but part of a context-aware application that is created and used by end-users. We
use the same context-aware workflow concepts but in a logic of local execution of the available activi-
ties. Activities are used as the building blocks of the workflows and are triggered when the defined start
context is checked.

The proposed language presented in this paper aspires to allow the construction of a wide range
of mobile context-aware applications for several purposes. It includes (i) activities or tasks commonly
performed on smartphones like changing the profile, sending an email or SMS, among others; (ii) flow
control activities like alternative or conditional paths, loops and parallelism, and (iii) advanced activities
with user interaction mechanisms like forms, voice or integration with social networks. The full set of
activities can be extended to enable the creation of a wider set of applications.
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3 The IVO Platform

IVOML is the foundation of the IVO platform, which enables the creation, deployment, and execution of
context-aware mobile applications by end-users without programming skills. In this section, we present
the IVO platform, which includes two modelling tools for editing IVOML, files, and a mobile framework
runtime that run the applications built with these tools.

The IVO platform and the performed tests allowed us to evaluate the IVOML language capabilities to
create useful applications for various purposes including entertainment and leisure applications as well
as business applications.

The two modelling tools provide a visual programming environment for the creation of mobile
context-aware applications, enabling end-users to define the workflows and to set the contexts that are
used to define the conditions that trigger the workflows, by IVOML automatic editing. The platform
architecture, illustrated in Figure 1, is succinctly presented below, while a more detailed description can
be found in our previous publications [15, 17].

Figure 1: IVO architecture

3.1 Application Builder Server

The Application Builder Server provides the web pages used by IVO Builder and stores the created
applications. It also provides a REST (Representational State Transfer) API that makes the services used
by the mobile clients available.

3.2 Composite Tools

IVO provides a completely visual programming environment that allows end-users to define a number of
context conditions and workflows of activities, which are later triggered when the user is in the presence
of those contexts. Two main building tools are available, allowing end-users with no programming skills
to create mobile context-aware applications: IVO Builder, a web application; and IVO Outlook, for
temporal and proximity contexts, composed of two ons, for Outlook Calendar and Outlook Contacts.
Both of these tools are described next.

3.2.1 IVO Builder

Figure 2 illustrates the main screen of IVO Builder (main IVOML editor), loaded with a Tourist Guide
application for Barcelona, Spain. IVO Builder is a web application that gives access only to registered
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users. Each user develops his/her own applications in his/her area of the server. He/she can, however,
make the developed applications available to other users.

The left side of the screen (zone 2 in Figure 2) is reserved for the geographical representation, which
is overlaid with the location contexts (or geo-fences) represented in green with icon marks. The toolbar
in this area gives access to basic features for creating new location contexts, namely: (i) creation of a
geo-fence defined by a point; (ii) creation of geo-fence represented by a circle; (iii) manual creation of a
geo-fence by defining the polygon that defines it; (iv) import geo-fences from geo-referenced articles on
Wikipedia; (v) import geo-fences from existing areas in Wikimapia and (vi) from KML [36] files.

Figure 2: IVO Builder main screen loaded with a Tourist Guide application for the city of Barcelona,
Spain. 1 – Top menu with application manager options; 2 – The map helps the user to create location
contexts. The location contexts are marked in green with an associated icon, which represents the cate-
gory of the place. 3 – This area contains IVO application components like scenarios, forms, quizzes and
files including images, audio, video and scripts.

In addition to the toolbar, there are the usual controls to zoom and change the map view, satellite
or hybrid, and a search box that allows users to quickly find a place through Google search APIs. The
map also includes a 45-degree view (like shown in Figure 2) and a street view, which are convenient for
a better identification of places. The right side of the main screen (zone 3 in Figure 2) is reserved for
the representation of information on the application itself, such as the scenarios, forms, quizzes and files
(including images, audio, video and scripts used by the application).

Once created, the geo-fences can be associated to “Where” dimensions of context (see Section 4.2)
when defining a scenario (Figure 3a). In the example of Figure 3a, the context corresponds to the user
entry in the area defined for the Sagrada Familia, on any day between 9:00h and 18:00h except on January
1st, May 1st and December 25th.

Figure 3b illustrates the workflow designer interface. Each rectangle corresponds to an activity and
the arrows illustrate transitions which may have a condition guard associated. A transition from one
activity to the next only occurs if the guard condition is verified, otherwise the workflow activity blocks
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until the condition is met. The workflow starts when its starting context occurs (the conditions that
define the scenario’s context – Figure 3b - are true). In this case, we have a sequential workflow that
puts the device in silent mode; plays an audio file and superimposes the message referred in the text-
to-speech activity; and, posts a message on the user’s Facebook wall. The complete set of currently
available workflow activities (see Table 3) provides a wide range of capabilities, while keeping the system
accessible to both novice and expert end-users. This set of activities can be extended to support the
creation of a broader set of applications.

(a) Context associated with the scenario (b) Workflow designer

Figure 3: Scenario designer

3.2.2 IVO Outlook

Besides IVO Builder, the platform provides users with IVO Outlook, a tool to develop applications
based on temporal and proximity contexts, thus allowing for a richer context definition. IVO Outlook
allows users to easily define temporal conditions, through the incorporation of workflows in the Outlook
appointments, which are executed “when the event starts” or “when the event ends”. The IVO’s Outlook
add-on adds a form region at the bottom of the appointment window, containing the interface that enables
the users to define workflows that may include the same activities that are available in IVO Builder. The
IVO Outlook can also associate location contexts with the appointments, to allow the creation of rules like
“at this instant in time and when I’m at this location”. These location contexts can be defined using a map
provided by IVO Outlook or can be imported from the applications created with IVO Builder through a
REST API. Proximity contexts can be created by associating a Bluetooth device to an Outlook contact.
The synchronization tools provided by the smartphone manufacturer guarantee the synchronization of
IVO Outlook with the mobile device.

3.3 Mobile Client Framework

Figure 4 illustrates the framework of the IVO Client which is composed by three major components:
Sensing Monitor, Event-Condition-Workflow Engine and the Workflow Engine. The User Interface sup-
plies the necessary services for the user.
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Sensing Monitor. The sensing layer allows monitoring the contextual environment and can be ex-
tended through the development of new sensor handlers to enhance the system’s capability to perceive
the environment. The creation of these handlers is a task that involves programming an abstract class
extension. Currently we have sensor handlers to provide location contexts through GPS, GSM and WIFI
networks; Bluetooth for proximity contexts of people and equipment; 2D barcodes reading (QR-codes);
temporal contexts through the smartphone Calendar; and Near Field Communication (NFC) [37]. In
addition to the smartphone’s internal sensors, it is possible to develop sensor handlers that communicate
with an external sensor infrastructure.

Figure 4: IVO Client Framework

Event-Condition-Workflow Engine. This layer provides a simple but powerful mechanism for reg-
ister/unregister conditions, that the Workflow Engine uses in order to be asynchronously notified by
the event-driven engine whenever a certain condition holds. Whenever an onContextChanged event
is raised by the Sensing Layer, the event-driven engine evaluates all registered conditions. The event
onStartProcess is raised when a workflow start condition is detected, while onEvent is raised when-
ever the condition associated with an asynchronous activity is verified. The conditions are evaluated
by the if-then rule evaluator which uses Java Expression Language (JEXL) [38], therefore allowing a
great expressiveness. Boolean expressions used in conditions can make use of all context variables and
common operators, such as >, >=, <, <=, =, ! =, AND and OR.

Workflow Engine. The Workflow Engine internal logic is built on an event-driven finite state ma-
chine (FSM) with guards represented through an activity transition table. The finite state machines are
very expressive and can be programmed by the purely event-driven approach of specifying the activity/-
transition graph, as exemplified in Figure 3b. Each state (represented as a rectangle) corresponds to an
activity available in IVOML. The arrows illustrate transitions and can have a guard that refers to condi-
tions defined by the context variables. A transition only occurs if the transition guard condition holds.
The FSM starts with the workflow start condition. This condition can include location contexts, temporal
contexts, proximity contexts and any expression that uses the context variables.

User Interface. This layer provides the interaction with the user through the designed screens that
provide information in many ways such as text, image, audio, video, augmented reality and haptic feed-
back. Text-to-speech and voice recognition are also available, being this layer divided in accordance with
the types of service available to the user: (i) contextual information; (ii) map and navigation; (iii) aug-
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mented reality; (iv) forms and quizzes; (v) QR-Code and NFC readers; (vi) search; (vii) share; and (vii)
synchronization services. Figure 5 illustrates the user interfaces of several iOS applications developed
using IVO: (a) main screen of a Tourist Guide application; (b) contextual information associated with
one of the spots; (c) results of one quiz; and (d) an augmented reality interaction using the smartphone
camera.

(a) (b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 5: Example of applications user interfaces: (a) main screen of a Tourist Guide of Belem, Lisbon,
Portugal, (b) contextual information associated with one spot, (c) a quiz about the Ulm Minster, Germany
and (d) nightly augmented reality in Ulm, Germany

4 IVO Markup Language

This section presents the IVO Markup Language (IVOML), an XML-based language for the development
of mobile context-aware applications. IVOML is the foundation of the IVO platform which enables the
creation, deployment and execution of context-aware mobile applications by end-users without program-
ming skills.

The basic design principles that guided the definition of IVOML were an event-driven workflow
model and a scenario-based design.

Event-driven Workflow Model. We use an event-driven workflow paradigm, in which workflows
are started by events that result from the evaluation of an if-then rule engine. Workflows determine
the program flow, expressed as a set of activities, which can include alternative or conditional paths,
loops and parallelism. This approach enable the dynamic nature of context-aware applications: the
workflows must be initiated only when the user is in the presence of a pre-defined context detected
by the application; changes in the environment can occur after the workflow has been started and can
potentially alter the workflow and what it is intended to be accomplished [17]. In addition, we support
the concept of guard conditions that is used to condition the occurrence of a transition from one workflow
activity to the next. All activities can have an associated condition, allowing the transition to the next
activity if the condition holds. If the condition is not verified, the activity enters in a blocked mode until
it is checked, or a timeout occurs.

Scenario Based Design. We use a scenario based design because scenarios are appropriate to de-
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scribe the behaviour of a system when reacting to external environment stimuli [33, 34, 35], and are
therefore an interesting mechanism for describing context-aware applications. Potts [39] defines a sce-
nario as a particular case of how the system should be used, or in a broader sense, a scenario is simply a
proposed specific use of the system which can be translated in the form of short stories [40]. In IVOML,
a scenario is defined by the following elements:

(i) Contextual information associated with the scenario which can be static or dynamic and able to
adapt to context. This information should be able to be displayed on mobile devices with screens
of various dimensions.

(ii) Context which precisely defines a situation in accordance with the location, time, proximity and
state dimensions. The state dimensions refer to state variables of the mobile device, such as battery
level, or brightness. The situation corresponds to a condition that is evaluated whenever there is a
change in the environment in which the user is.

(iii) Workflow which should be executed when a situation applies.

(iv) Forms and quizzes that are executed as workflow activities. Forms are more intended for a busi-
ness use and allow the introduction of data that can be stored in a server running a web-service.
Quizzes can provide an interesting and amusing way to enrich users’ experience for example in
leisure and entertainment applications [16]. They are related to the real user activities and are
essentially aimed at stimulating more active participation from users.

Based on the design principles presented above, we defined IVOML, whose main schemas are pre-
sented in the next sections. Not all the XML schemas could be included here due to lack of space. Those
shown, illustrate however the general idea.

4.1 Application

Figure 6a represents the root element of IVOML which represents the main element of an application.
The constraints, which are hidden in Figure 6a, defines the validation rules between the various objects,
namely the relationships illustrated in Figure 6b.

These relationships represent the dependency of the objects and facilitate the implementation of
applications avoiding redefining contexts and workflows. Contexts are the main element and may exist
in one or more usage scenarios. The scenarios allow to define the application’s behaviour (or whatever
the corresponding workflow) when a particular context occurs. Thus, one context can be part of several
scenarios and the same workflow can also be used in several scenarios.

The attributes of the root element allow the global definition of the applications and are described in
Table 1. These attributes allow the global characterization of the application. Next, we describe each of
the elements that constitute an IVO application.

4.1.1 Application description

The application description can be set through the optional element description, which can contain
HTML5 code for a richer description of the application. The developed IVO Client shows the description
of the application as a splash screen and whenever the user clicks in the ”About” button available.

4.1.2 Home

The application home screen can be defined in the optional element home which can contain HTML5
code for a richer home screen of the application. The home screen can include, in the HTML code,
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(a)

(b)

Figure 6: (a) General schema of IVOML with the root element of an application, and (b) main relation-
ships between objects

Table 1: Main attributes of an application

Attribute Description
name Application name
version Application version, which can be used to determine changes in applications

and the need for updates.
icon Application icon.
runAs Enables to define the operating mode of the application and can take the values:

(i) service that allows the application to run in background as a service, or
(ii) application that allows the application to run as a normal application
with user interface.

onLoad Optional attribute that indicates the workflow that is started when the applica-
tion is loaded.

language Optional attribute that indicates the language used in the various contents of
the application. Corresponds to the international country code and if nothing
is set, the value set on in the mobile device is used.

voice Optional attribute that indicates the language used in spoken contents of the ap-
plication (text-to-speech) and voice recognition activities of workflows. Cor-
responds to the international country code and if nothing is set, the value set
on in the mobile device is used.
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special tags to direct access to all the features available in the mobile device, like a particular context
(or category of context), quiz, form, map or augmented reality browser, as illustrated in the application
home screen of Figure 5a.

4.1.3 Application permissions

The element permission defines the requirements of the application, which corresponds to a list of
values shown in Table 2.

Table 2: Application permissions

Permission Description
internet The application needs an internet connection.
gps The application uses GPS locations.
network The application uses network locations.
bluetooth The application uses bluetooth services.
ar The application uses the augmented reality browser.
calendar The application uses the calendar for the definition of time contexts.

4.1.4 List of elements

Each application can include five lists, representing the contexts (context element), the workflows
(workflow element), the scenarios (scenario element), the forms (form element) and the quizzes
(quiz element) used by the application. The next sections describe the individual schemas of each
list.

4.2 Context

The definition of contexts is made by the context element whose schema is shown in Figure 7. Each
context is defined by a name, an optional category and an icon. The optional contextual-information
element represents the data associated with the context (e.g. the textual description and photo of a loca-
tion) and can contain HTML5 code for a richer information. The facilities and contact elements
are two other elements that structure the information associated with the context. A context may con-
tain several locations, temporal, proximity and state dimensions (where, when, proximity and state

elements), and should include at least one of these elements.
Each context dimension may comprise multiple instances of the same type. Generally, the evaluation

of the context associated with a scenario is given by the following equation:

Context = ∏(∑Wheren,∑Whenn,∑Proximityn,State) (1)

Figure 8 shows an example of a context which uses one location, one temporal and one state dimen-
sion. The location corresponds to the placemark (or geo-fence) defined as Jeronimos Monastery, the
temporal dimension refers to the Jeronimos Monastery summer time schedule, and the state dimension
refers to exceptions of this schedule. So, this context corresponds to a situation in which the user en-
ters the Jeronimos Monastery during the summer time schedule (from 1st May to the 30 September, all
weekdays except on Mondays, January 1st, May 1st and the Christmas day).

Figure 9 shows another example of a context that only uses the state dimension. In this case, the
context corresponds to a situation where the mobile device battery level is less than 10%.
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Figure 7: Context schema

Figure 8: Context example
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Figure 9: Example of a state context

4.3 Workflow

An application can contain multiple workflows each corresponding to the desired behaviour of the ap-
plication when a certain context is verified. Figure 10a represents the schema of a workflow, which is
characterized by the name, the show-contextual-information attribute which indicates whether the
contextual information associated with the context should be shown to the user, and one sequence of ac-
tivities that define the workflow (described in Table 3). Figure 10a omits many of the activities available
as the format of such always follows a similar pattern. In fact, most of the activities consist of empty
elements with only a set of attributes that defines the activity, as illustrated in Figure 10b and Figure 10c.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 10: (a) Workflow schema and schema of (b) profile and (c) email activities

The activities currently available were chosen take into account the basic primitives of BPEL [33]
and the basic building blocks defined by the Workflow Management Coalition (WfMC) [41]. They can
be classified in three categories as follows.

Common activities. Activities or tasks commonly performed on smartphones like changing the
profile, sending an email or SMS, among others.

Advanced activities. Provide more advanced user interaction mechanisms like advanced forms or
voice; provide integration with social networks and scripting support for the development of more ad-
vanced features.

Flow control activities. Allow modelling sequential, parallel, conditional and iterative processes.
This activity group provides equivalent mechanisms to the programming languages instructions of the
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Table 3: Workflow supported activities

Activity Description
Common activities
profile Changes the phone profile including turning on and off sound, Bluetooth,

wifi and gps.
dial Dials a phone number.
sms Sends an SMS to a phone number.
email Sends an email.
alert Displays a warning window to the user.
message Shows a message to the user.
input Allows data input.
audio Allows control of an audio file (play, pause, resume and stop).
video Allows control of a video file (play, pause, resume and stop).
photo Launches the camera to take a picture or choose one from the gallery.
url Opens a Web page.
webservice Executes a web-service.

Advanced activities
run Runs an application.
script Runs a script.
navigateto Launches the navigation browser to guide the user to a particular location.
facebook Updates Facebook status.
twitter Updates Twitter status.
assign Assigns a value to a variable.
executeform Executes a form.
executequiz Executes a quiz.
tts Text to speech.
voicerecognition Voice recognition.
waitfor Waits for a given condition.
sleep Waits for a defined time (in seconds).

Flow control activities
if Conditional path.
for For loop.
while While loop.
repeat Repeat loop.
fork Executes blocks of activities in parallel.

types if-then-else, for, while, repeat-until and fork. These activities have a recursive scheme since they
may contain blocks of elements within the activities. The tListOfActivities type (the corresponding
activities are hidden in the following schemes to save space) corresponds to the same element type
illustrated in the workflow schema of Figure 10a. As stated before, this set of supported activities can be
extended to support the creation of a wider set of applications.
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4.3.1 Conditional paths – the if activity

Figure 11a illustrates the if activity schema, and Figure 11b, a workflow that uses this activity to define
conditional flows.

(a) (b)

Figure 11: (a) if schema and (b) a workflow example with a condition

In the example of Figure 11b, the Discount variable of Order form (lines 4 to 6) is used in the
condition (of the if activity) to determine the flow that the workflow must follow. If this value is greater
than 10, an email is sent (lines 7 to 11), otherwise the specified web-service is executed (lines 12 to 16).
In this example, each branch of the if statement contains only one activity, but it may actually contain
one indefinite number of any of the available activities.

4.3.2 Loops - for, while and repeat activities

Like programming languages, for, while and repeat activities are used to repeat a block of activities
a certain number of times (for loop), while (while loop) or until (repeat loop) a given condition is
checked. Figure 12a illustrates the for loop schema, and Figure 12b, an example that speaks three times
the text "Hello world!" (line 2) with an interval of ten seconds between them (line 3).

(a)

(b)

Figure 12: (a) For loop schema and (b) an example of a for loop
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4.3.3 Parallelism – fork activity

The fork activity allows performing blocks of activities in parallel. The synchronization of these blocks
may be performed by a join-and wherein the workflow remains parallel until all blocks are completed,
or by means of a join-or in which the workflow continues right after one of the blocks has been
completed. Figure 13a illustrates the fork schema, and Figure 13b, an example where the execution
of the web-service and the sending of the SMS, run in parallel, and continues only after both blocks
have ended because it was determined that the synchronization of the blocks must be done through a
join-and (line 1).

(a)
(b)

Figure 13: (a) Fork schema and (b) example of a parallelism

4.4 Scenarios

A scenario represents a particular situation and the behaviour of the system when this situation occurs.
Figure 14a shows the scenario schema, and Figure 14b, two scenarios corresponding to the situations
(contexts) when the user enters the Jeronimos Monastery in summer time (lines 1-3) and in winter time
(lines 5-7).

(a)
(b)

Figure 14: (a) Scenario schema and (b) two scenarios with the same behaviour (same workflow)

In the example of Figure 14b, the application behaviour is the same in both situations corresponding
to the execution of the workflow with name "Entering Jeronimos Monastery" (lines 3 and 7).

4.5 Forms

IVOML can contain forms compatible with XForms [42]. XForms uses an MVC (Model-View-Controller)
approach, which translates into a clear separation between the description of the data used by the form
(Model), the user interface (View) and the business rules that define the validation of the data provided
(Controller). Figure 15a shows the generic schema of a form which include elements as defined in the
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W3C Recommendations for XForms [42]. The interface is described in abstract, leaving the interpreter
to define how each element will be presented to the user depending on the platform used. Figure 15b
shows an example of an iOS interface of a form for an agricultural application.

(a)
(b)

Figure 15: (a) Form schema and (b) an example of a form running on iOS (b)

The attributes of a form allow its global definition and are described in Table 4.

Table 4: Form attributes

Attribute Description
name Form name.
cancel-button Optional attribute that indicates whether the user can quit without complet-

ing the form.
theme Optional attribute that indicates the theme to use in the form which can be

dark or light.
label-color Optional attribute that indicates the color used in labels.
value-color Optional attribute that indicates the color used in values entered by the user.
section-color Optional attribute that indicates the background color used in sections of

the form.
ws-endpoint Optional attribute that indicates the web service endpoint used to save the

data.
username Username used to access the web service.
password Password used to access the web service.

4.6 Quizzes

IVOML can also contain quizzes defined through the quiz element whose schema is illustrated in Figure
16. A quiz may have several questions each with several possible answers of which only one is correct.
The attributes of a quiz (shown in Table 5) allow to configure its behaviour.
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Figure 16: Quiz schema

Table 5: Quiz attributes

Attribute Description
name Quiz name.
cancel-button Optional attribute that indicates whether the user can quit without com-

pleting the quiz.
min-score Optional attribute that indicates the minimum percentage of questions

the user must correctly answer so that the workflow continues to the
next activity.

show-correct-answer Optional attribute that sets whether feedback should be provided after
each response.

onPass-text Optional attribute that indicates the message to show to the user after he
successfully answer the quiz (hit the min-score value).

onFail-text Optional attribute that indicates the message to show to the user after he
unsuccessfully answer the quiz (hit the min-score value).

use-tts Optional attribute that indicates whether the quiz should be spoken.
label-color Optional attribute that indicates the color used in labels.
background Optional attribute that indicates the image to use as the background of

the quiz.
theme Optional attribute that indicates the theme to use in the form which can

be dark or light.
share-result Optional attribute that indicates whether the result reached in the quiz

can be shared on social networks.
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4.7 IVOML Embedded in KML

IVOML is a simple markup language, yet complete enough to fully describe a mobile context-aware
application, and it can be embedded into standard representation of geographic information formats such
as KML [36] and also GPX [43]. The IVO Builder (described in the Section 3.2.1) allows end-users
to easily create geofences as location contexts (Placemark tags of KML) and then use these contexts in
IVOML.

Figure 17 illustrates a KML example with IVOML code embedded. In this example, the workflow
"Leaving Office" is triggered when the user leaves the area defined in the placemark "Office"

(placemark definition ommitted due to the lack of space) and an SMS is automatically sent to the specified
phone number with the specified message.

Figure 17: KML with IVOML embedded

5 Evaluation

We have conducted formal and informal evaluations, which aimed to identify constraints and test the
entire platform to the needs and practices of users. The major goals for those evaluations were: (i)
evaluate the ability of the IVOML language to create useful context-aware applications; (ii) evaluate the
usability and the ability of the composite tools available in the platform to create those applications;
(iii) evaluate the client developed framework and its ability to run the applications created with the
composite tools; and (iv) evaluate the user experience when interacting with the platform. The following
applications were developed and tested:

1. Leisure and entertainment applications: Ulm tourist guide (Germany), Belem tourist guide (Lis-
bon, Portugal), Barcelona tourist guide (Spain), Portalegre tourist guide (Portugal), Peddy-paper
game and a Wine tourism Application.

2. Business applications: Vineyards management application and a Sales force management applica-
tion.
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The informal evaluations were performed mainly by technicians of a wine company who use the
platform on a regular basis. The vineyards management application allows the automation of the process
used by the technicians during their visits to the grape suppliers. The majority of the location contexts
used in this application are related to the vineyards and were imported to IVO through a KML file
generated from the Geographic Information System (GIS) of the company. Other location contexts were
created by the agricultural technicians using the polygon tool provided by IVO Builder. The contextual
information associated with the vineyards, which includes the acreage of each grape variety and the
data gathered by the agricultural technicians during their previous visits to the vineyard, is retrieved
from the wine company servers. This application uses a set of forms to collect the data filled in by the
technicians when they are in the field (see Figure 15b for an example). The wine tourism department of
the company uses another mobile application (also created using the IVO platform) designed to support
the activities of the tourists when they visit the cellars and wineries, the restaurant or the historical and
natural heritage sites. The formal evaluations were performed by groups of volunteers with different
backgrounds, through usability tests at both the end-user level (mobile device) and the developer-user
level (builder tools). The test scenarios were designed in order to allow for the testing of most of the
features available within the platform. These evaluations were presented in detail in our previous works
[15, 16, 17], and only the main conclusions are summarized below.

5.1 Composite Tools

To evaluate the IVO Builder, users were challenged to create an application to guide tourists through
points of interest in the city of Lisbon, while for the evaluation of IVO Outlook, users were asked to
create contacts and associate them with a Bluetooth device (smartphone) in order to allow activities of
type ”nearby people”, and to create appointments to which the user then adds workflows [15].

After performing the usability tests, users were asked to answer a questionnaire that captured personal
data, experimental feedback, as well as users’ suggestion and comments. Experimental feedback was
evaluated through different sections of the questionnaire which included questions regarding (i) the easy
of learning, (ii) the ease of use, (iii) how easy it was to perform the proposed tasks, and (iv) one question
based on the Microsoft “Product Reaction Cards”, which aimed at capturing the user’s feelings when
using the system, since they facilitate the measuring of intangible aspects of the user’s experience [44].

For the first three sections (ease of learning, ease of use and how easy it was to), users indicated
their level of agreement with each statement by circling a value on a 5-point Likert-type scale, with
a response of 1 (one) meaning “strongly disagree/very difficult” and a response of 5 (five) meaning
“strongly agree/very easy”. Table 6 summarizes the average of responses from all users and the standard
deviation for each of these sections while Figure 18 shows a box plot with whiskers with maximum 1.5
IQR (first and third quartile, median, mean) for overall results from the user evaluation.

Table 6: Overall results of the first three sections of the experimental feedback

IVO Builder IVO Outlook
Ease of learning 4.0 ± 0.81187 4.3 ± 0,84017
Ease of use 3.7 ± 0.98116 4.4 ± 0,76699
How easy it was to 4.1 ± 0.90815 4.7 ± 0.21082

As shown in Table 6 and in Figure 18, in general the user’s feedback was quite positive with only a
few minor issues reported and solved in the next version of the composite tools.

Regarding the fourth part of the questionnaire, based on the Microsoft “Product Reaction Cards”,
we concluded that 90% (IVO Builder) and 89% (IVO Outlook) of the participants held positive feelings
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Figure 18: Box plot with whiskers with maximum 1.5 IQR (first and third quartile, median, mean) for
overall results from the user evaluation of Composite Tools

when classifying their experience using the system. As shown in Figure 19 the most selected words were
“useful”, “professional”, “simple” and “pleasant”.

Figure 19: Emotional involvement of Composite Tools

The evaluations concluded that even users who never had contact with the composite tools could
easily build context-aware applications using the platform. This evaluation also showed that the visual
programming environment facilitates the rapid development of such applications.

5.2 IVO Client

To evaluate the client framework and its ability to run applications created using IVOML, we built two
applications with IVO Builder and tested them with several users. We intended to study the applications’
usability and to evaluate the system’s ability to produce usable and useful applications. The first appli-
cation was a “peddy-paper” game where users had to pass through four different locations at our Faculty
Campus [17], and the second was a mobile tourist guide for the area of Belem in Lisbon [16].

After performing the usability tests, users were asked to answer a questionnaire with the experimental
feedback evaluated through different questions regarding (i) usefulness; (ii) the easy of learning, (iii) the
ease of use, (iv) how easy it was to perform the proposed tasks, and (v) one question based on the
Microsoft “Product Reaction Cards”. We use the same approach to collect user answers and to analyse
the results, which are summarized in Table 7 while Figure 20 shows a box plot with whiskers with
maximum 1.5 IQR (first and third quartile, median, mean) for overall results from the user evaluation.
The results show that the interactions were generally deemed easy to perform.

Regarding the fourth part of the questionnaire, based on the Microsoft “Product Reaction Cards”,
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Table 7: Overall results of the IVO Client evaluations

Peddy-paper Game Tourist Guide
Usefulness not asked 4.4 ± 0.69452
Ease of learning 4.1 ± 0.81931 4.3 ± 0.57735
Ease of use 4.1 ± 0.92243 4.1 ± 0.82075
How easy it was to 4.3 ± 0.83333 4.6 ± 0.62361

we concluded that participants held positive feelings (98% of the total words selected) when classifying
their experience using the applications. As shown in Figure 21 the most selected word was “pleasant”
followed by the words “simple”, “fun” and “useful” on the peddy-paper game, and “pleasant”, “stimu-
lating” and “useful” on the tourist guide application. Over 40% of the participants considered the system
“innovative”.

Both evaluations (peddy-paper game and tourist guide) generated consistent results as shown in Table
7.

Figure 20: Box plot with whiskers with maximum 1.5 IQR (first and third quartile, median, mean) for
overall results from the user evaluation of IVO Client

Figure 21: Emotional involvement of IVO CLient

6 Conclusion and Future Work

This paper introduces IVOML, an XML-based language that is the foundation of the IVO platform
which enables the creation, deployment and execution of context-aware mobile applications by end-
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users without programming skills. The composite tools provided by the IVO platform allow the creation
and the deployment of the applications using IVOML. The platform also provides runtimes that allow
the execution of such applications on Android and iOS mobile platforms.

The design principles that guided the definition of IVOML were an event-driven workflow model
and a scenario-based design.

IVOML and the IVO platform were evaluated through formal and informal tests. Overall, the results
were very positive, with users expressing very encouraging feelings, and affirming their willingness to
use the system they found useful. The vineyards management application has been in use for about
6 years, which confirms IVO’s ability to facilitate the creation of useful, feasible, and robust context-
aware applications. This was the first application developed with IVO platform and it has been easily
maintained and updated through IVO.

As future work, we intend to improve the building tools with modules for testing and debugging,
and conduct experiments with Raspberry Pi [45], Arduino [46], Intel IoT Platform [47] and wearable
devices.
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eight years he supervised sales, business development, entertainment, and human resources, and was
co-responsible for YDreams’ Corporate Communication from day one. In 2006, Eduardo integrated the
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team that negotiated an C8.5 million private equity investment, which catapulted the company’s value to
C50 million. From 2012 to 2015 Eduardo was the CEO of the bViva Group, which he co-founded with
a pool of international shareholders. Currently he is co-founder and CEO of Viva Superstars, a company
created by leading digital media experts to revolutionise the way people connect and interact with tele-
vision shows and live events. Viva Superstars is supporting the leading media companies in Portugal on
their digital transformation.
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